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Graphics for Design - 
Spring
Assignment 3

Create a Teaser

With direct focus on your target audience 
(potential employers), create a teaser 
communication tool to reach out to and 
be remembered by the art directors and 
designers you are trying to reach. 

Your teaser is the first step in building a 
relationship with employers, clients, etc. 
This can be an object, social marketing, 
website, etc. It must have a physical 
component to pass out at spring show 
(i.e. if you do a website, figure out how 
you are going to get someone to go to 
your site.) DON’T SPEND MUCH MONEY!

Chris Henley
Self-Promotional Mailer
Offset Print on Newsprint

 Pablo Funcia
Self Promotional Handout
Print on Cardstock with die cut
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Minneapolis design agency KNOCK had been using a wood grain motif in their self-
promotional pieces for some time (KNOCK on wood!), and when they decided to create 
an identity system to truly represent their personality as an agency-especially their three-
dimensional retail environment-the idea emerged of making the business cards look like 
geometric logs that could pop and lock into a 3-D shape. However, unlike regular wood 
logs, keeping these little paper logs solid proved to be a challenge. “Card construction 
proved difficult, especially ensuring the cards would indeed pop up and stay that way,” 
says director of special projects Leslie Yunis.

The cards also resisted reflattening for portability’s sake, but trial and error led to the 
right paper stock for the pieces, which also could double as nametags in meetings. 
Despite the apparent homogeny of the cards/nametags, KNOCK’s personality came 
through once again, as they invited each employee to design the interior of his or her own 
card. “This offered more insight into each employee, and provided an additional surprise 
for the viewer, deepening their connection to the agency,” says Yunis.


